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Our yearly survey underscored a marked growth in ML 

engineering and data science within the Docker 

ecosystem. This infographic will dive into these high-

level AI/ML findings to help you stay abreast of this 

exciting technological movement. Findings below are 

calculated based on the 885 complete responses.

about this

participants were recruited

1322

(up to 100 employees) (between 100 and 1000 employees) (more than 1000 employees)

42% 28% 25%

USER BASE

Working for a small company Working for a mid-sized company Working for a large company

36% 21% 46% 54%

Role distribution

Identified as Back-End or 
Full-Stack developers

Identified as DevOps or 
Platform Engineers, or 

Infrastructure Managers

0-5 years experience 6+ years experience

Experience distribution

Types of Developers

Top-selected options identified as important 
industry trends in software development:

40% of respondents chose GenAI

38% of respondents chose AI 
assistants for software engineering

AI Trend Importance

Senior developers, DevOps, Infrastructure Managers, 
and Platform Engineers view GenAI as most important.

Junior developers view AI assistants for software 
engineering as most important.

of respondents report 
using AI for work

64%
AI Usage

33% for writing code

29% for writing documentation

28% for research

23% for writing tests

21% for troubleshooting/debugging

20% for CLI commands

AI Dependency

10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 104.04
Asked respondents who use AI for work, on a 

scale of 0 (not at all dependent) to 10 
(completely dependent).

Overall average reported was  out of 10.4.04 *
* Responses ranged quite a bit and varied by role/years of experience

AI Tools in Use

46% of respondents report using ChatGPT

30% of respondents report using GitHub Copilot

19% of respondents report using Bard

Get notified on more AI/ML findings and our upcoming full 
report release by subscribing to the Docker Newsletter.

Stay updated

AI Sentiments

65% agree that AI is a positive option

23% see AI as a threat to their jobs

19% say it makes their jobs more difficult

61% agree that AI makes their jobs easier

55% agree that AI allows them to focus 
on more important tasks

How do respondents 
feel about AI?

VS

Sign up now

For a complete methodology, contact uxresearch@docker.com
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